Sheriff Laurie Smith,

This is a legal contact in recourse of my stolen driver's license seen without permission and then stolen in an incident Friday January 10, 2014 pursuant in this fair assessment to the willful contra-intervention of unidentified parties and in every effort to remain fair when requested such details about other parties those other parties must be disclosed when exercising civil rights infringement upon anyone born a U.S. citizen. In the encounter a female deputy was used willfully to cultivate adversity while a male deputy guarded her. It any way this would be a general statement of common sense, the man should approach the man even when a female officer oversteps common sense and relies on hearsay or any other manner of conveyance of nuisance and nonsense since in small cases of such examples the male deputy may have observed that wasted time would be involved and exercised his right not to do anything at all including forego the theft of a keepsake driver's license worth three thousand dollars today as I have noted in my online record of this incident.

As a precaution this email will be published online for public view immediately after sending to your office since it appears a new agenda may be developing involving women law enforcement officers as a grouping and their willfulness to harass and target men to see if they can elicit abuse or violent behavior. The officer's approach was deriding to me and instrumental to my surmising the issue was her and not him standing there.

I recommend a thorough examination of the website below before relying on hearsay or what is said to be said or thought by even the YMCA of Silicon Valley, which was formerly, in my association with their unwarranted subversion of my wife during employment and the personal injuries and damages that caused, then the YCMA of Santa Clara Valley, which for your record to know I am suing as disclosed online in legal development case files. The website will lead to Google Plus and Facebook placements of record material fact as well publicly published beginning about July of 2010.

Michael L. Urquhart
michaellurquhart.wordpress.com